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Abstract 
A well studied and difficult class of scheduling problems concerns parallel machines and 
precedence constraints. In order to model more realistic situations, we consider precedence 
delays, associating with each precedence constraint a certain amount of time which must elapse 
between the completion and start times of the corresponding jobs. Release dates, among others, 
may be modeled in this fashion. We provide the first constant-factor approximation algorithms 
for the makespan and the total weighted completion time objectives in this general class of 
problems. These algorithms are rather simple and practical forms of list scheduling. Our analysis 
also unifies and simplifies that of a number of special cases heretofore separately studied, while 
actually improving some of the former approximation results. 
1 Introduction 
Scheduling problems involving precedence constraints are among the most difficult problems in the 
area of machine scheduling, in particular for the design of good approximation algorithms. Our 
understanding of the structure of these problems and our ability to generate near-optimal solutions 
remain limited. The following examples illustrate this point. (i) The first approximation algorithm 
for P|prec|Cmax by Graham [16] with performance ratio 2 —1/m is not only more than thirty years 
old, but it is also still essentially the best one available for this problem. On the other hand, it 
is only known that no polynomial-time algorithm can have a better approximation ratio than 4/3 
unless P = NP [25]. (ii) The computational complexity of the problem Pm|p; = 1, prec|Cmax, 
open problem OPENS8 from the original list of Garey and Johnson [12] is still open. (iii) The 
situation is also unsatisfactory with machines running at different speed, for which no constant-factor 
approximation algorithms are known. For the makespan objective, Chudak and Shmoys [10] only 
recently improved to O(log m) an almost twenty year old approximation ratio of O(,/m) due to Jaffe 
[22]. They obtained the same approximation ratio for the total weighted completion time objective. 
(iv) Progress is also quite recent for the latter objective on a single machine or identical parallel 
machines. Until recently, no constant-factor approximation algorithms were known. Lately, a better 
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understanding of linear programming (LP) relaxations and their use to guide solution strategies led 
to a 2- and a 2.719-approximation algorithm for 1|prec| }> w;C; and 1|r;, prec| 5° w;Cj, respectively 
[18, 35, 36], and to a 5.328-approximation algorithm for P|r;, prec| )> w;C; [8]. Few deep negative 
results are known for these problems (see [21] for the total completion time objective). 
We consider (a generalization of) the scheduling problem P|r;, prec| > w;Cj and answer a ques- 
tion of Hall et al. [18, Page 530]: 
“Unfortunately, we do not know how to prove a good performance guarantee for this 
model by using a simple list-scheduling variant.” 
Indeed their algorithm, as well as its improvement by Chakrabarti et al. [8], is rather elaborate and 
its performance ratio does not match the quality of the lower bound it uses. We show that using the 
same LP relaxation in a different way (reading the list order from the LP midpoints instead of LP 
completion times) yields a simple 4—approximation algorithm for P|r;, prec| )) wj;C;. We actually 
obtain this result in the more general framework of precedence delays. 
In this paper, we consider a general class of precedence-constrained scheduling problems on 
identical parallel machines. We have a set N of n jobs, and m identical parallel machines. Each 
job j has a nonnegative processing requirement (size) p; and must be processed for that amount 
of time on any one of the machines. A job must be processed in an uninterrupted fashion, and a 
machine can process only one job at a time. We are interested in constrained scheduling problems 
in which each job 7 may have a release date r; before which it cannot be processed, and there may 
be a partial order A on the jobs. We associate with each precedence-constrained job pair (7,7) € A 
a nonnegative precedence delay dj, with the following meaning: in every feasible schedule, job 7 
cannot start until d;; time units after job 7 is completed. Special cases include ordinary precedence 
constraints (dj; = 0); and release dates r; > 0 (which may be modeled by adding a dummy job 0 
with zero processing time and precedence delays do; = r; for all other jobs). Delivery times (or 
lags), which must elapse between the end of a job’s processing and its actual completion time, may 
also be modeled by adding one or several dummy jobs and the corresponding precedence delays. 
We denote the completion time of a job 7 in a schedule S as C? and will drop the superscript 
S when it is clear to which schedule we refer. We consider the usual objectives of minimizing the 
makespan Ciyax = max; C; and, for given nonnegative weights w; > 0, a weighted sum > j w7C; of 
completion times. In an extension of the common notation introduced in [17], we may denote these 
problems as P|prec. delays d;;|Cmax and P|prec. delays dj;;| > w;C;, respectively. These problems 
are NP-hard (see, e.g., Lawler et al. [24]), and we discuss here the quality of relaxations and 
approximation algorithms. An a@-approzimation algorithm is a polynomial-time algorithm that 
delivers a solution with objective value at most a times the optimal value. Sometimes q@ is called 
the (worst-case) performance guarantee or performance ratio of the algorithm. 
Precedence delays were considered for resource-constrained project scheduling under the name 
of “finish-to-start lags”, e.g., by Bartusch, MGhring, and Radermacher [4] and Herroelen and De- 
meulemeester [20], for one-machine scheduling by Wikum, Llewellyn, and Nemhauser [39] under the 
name of “generalized precedence constraints”, and by Balas, Lenstra, and Vazacopoulos [3] under 
that of “delayed precedence constraints”; the latter authors use the Dmax minimization problem as 
a key relaxation in a modified version of the shifting bottleneck procedure for the classic job-shop 
scheduling problem. Most of the theoretical studies concerning this class of precedence constraints 
consider the one machine problem 1|prec. delays dj; = k,p; = 1|Cmax which corresponds to a 
basic pipeline scheduling problem (see [23] for a survey). Leung, Vornberger, and Witthoff [27]
showed that this problem is strongly NP-complete. Several other authors (e.g., [7, 5, 29, 11, 6]) 
obtained polynomial-time algorithms for particular instances by utilizing well-known algorithms 
for special cases of the classical m—machine problem. In the context of approximation algorithms, 
Hall and Shmoys [19] present polynomial time approximation schemes for 1|r;,qj;|Cmax (here, “q;” 
denotes delivery times), and Schuurman [38] presents a fully polynomial approximation scheme for 
1|prec. delays d;j|Cmax when the partial order A has a special structure introduced by Wikum et 
al. [39]. Besides these approximation schemes, the main approximation result is that Graham’s list 
scheduling algorithm [16] was extended to P|prec. delays dj; = k,p; = 1|Cmax to give a worst-case 
performance ratio of 2 — 1/(m(k + 1)) [23, 29]. We extend this result, in Section 3, to nonidentical 
precedence delays and processing times, and we refer to Brucker and Knust [6] for a nice overview 
of complexity results for single-machine problems with precedence delays including polynomially 
solvable cases with total completion time objective. 
List scheduling algorithms, first analyzed by Graham [16] are among the simplest and most 
commonly used approximate solution methods for parallel machine scheduling problems. These 
algorithms use priority rules, or job rankings, which are often derived from solutions to relaxed 
versions of the problems. For example, several algorithms of Hall, Schulz, Shmoys, and Wein [18] 
use the job completion times obtained from linear programming relaxations. In Section 2 we show 
that the non-idling property, a typical consequence of list scheduling, may lead to an arbitrarily 
poor performance ratio for a weighted sum of completion times objective }> jen Wj C’;. On the other 
hand, a modified, “job-driven” version of list scheduling based on job completion times can, in the 
presence of precedence constraints, lead to solutions that are about as bad as m times the optimum, 
for both the Cmax and 5> 5 Wy C’; objectives; this behavior may also occur when using actual optimum 
completion times. 
Graham’s original list scheduling, however, works well for minimizing the makespan, as we show 
in Section 3. There, we extend Graham’s list scheduling to the case of precedence delays, and provide 
a detailed analysis of it worst-case performance ratio as a function of two parameters, the number 
m of machines and a parameter p = max(j,4)c4 djk /minjen pj which measures the “granularity” of 
the given instance. 
For minimizing a weighted sum 5° j w,;C; of completion times, we present in Section 4 a new 
algorithm with approximation ratio bounded by 4 for the general problem with precedence delays. 
This algorithm is based on an LP relaxation of this problem, which is an immediate extension of 
earlier LP relaxations proposed by Hall et al. [18]. The decision variables in this relaxation are 
the completion time C; of every job 7, and we choose to ignore the machine assignments in these 
relaxations. There are two sets of linear constraints, one representing the precedence delays (and, 
through the use of a dummy job, the release dates) in a straightforward fashion; the other set of 
constraints is a relatively simple way of enforcing the total capacity of the m machines. Although the 
machine assignments are ignored and the machine capacities are modeled in a simplistic way, this is 
sufficient to obtain the best relaxation and approximation bounds known so far for these problems 
and several special cases thereof. We show that using job midpoints (instead of completion times) 
derived from the LP relaxation leads to a performance ratio bounded by 4 for the general problem 
described above. Recall that in a given schedule the midpoint of a job is the earliest point in 
time at which half of its processing has been performed; if the schedule is (or may be considered 
as) nonpreemptive then the midpoint of job j is simply CF — p;/2 where CF is its completion 
time in the relaxation R. The advantage of using midpoints in the analysis of approximation 
algorithms was first observed by Goemans [13] and has since then been used by several authors
(e.g., [36, 37, 14, 15]). Our result seems to be the first, however, where midpoints are really needed 
within the algorithm itself. We also show how the analysis yields tighter bounds for some special 
cases, and then conclude with some additional remarks in Section 5. We believe that the approach 
of applying a list-scheduling rule in which the jobs are ordered based on their midpoints in an LP 
solution will have further consequences for the design of approximation algorithms. 
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows. 
1. We clarify the relationship between two forms of List Scheduling Algorithms (LSAs): Gra- 
ham’s non-idling LSAs and job-based LSAs. In particular, it is shown that the former are 
appropriate for optimizing objectives, such as the makespan Cymax, that are related to maximiz- 
ing machine utilization, whereas they are inappropriate (leading to unbounded performance 
ratio) for job oriented objectives, such as the weighted sum of completion times $>,w;C;. In 
contrast, we present job-based LSAs with bounded performance ratio for the latter objective. 
2. We show that using job completion times as a basis for job-based list scheduling may yield 
very poor schedules for problems with parallel machines, precedence constraints and weighted 
sum of completion times objective. This may happen even if the completion times are those 
of an optimal schedule. 
3. In contrast, we show that job-based list scheduling according to job midpoints from an ap- 
propriate LP relaxation leads to job-by-job error ratios of at most 4 for a broad class of 
problems. 
4. We present a general model of scheduling with precedence delays. This also allows us to treat 
in a unified framework ordinary precedence constraints, release dates and delivery times. In 
particular, this simplifies and unifies the analysis and proof techniques. 
5. Finally, we present the best polynomial-time approximation bounds known so far for a broad 
class of parallel machine scheduling problems with precedence constraints or delays (including 
release dates and delivery times) and either a makespan or total weighted completion time 
objective. These bounds are obtained by using relatively simple LSAs which should be of prac- 
tical as well as theoretical interest. We also present the best polynomially solvable relaxations 
known so far for such problems with the latter objective. The approximation results are sum- 
marized in Table 1. Recall that the parameter p is defined as p = maxi; z)c4 djk /minjen Pi; 
and m denotes the number of identical parallel machines. 
Plr;, prec| 5+ w;C; 5.328 Chakrabarti et al. [8] 
P|prec| 53 w;Cj 5.328 Chakrabarti et al. [8] 
  
Table 1: Summary of results.
2 List Scheduling Algorithms 
In a seminal paper, Graham (1966) showed that a simple list-scheduling rule is a (2 — +)- 
approximation algorithm for P|prec|Cmax. In this algorithm, the jobs are ordered in some list, 
and whenever one of the m machines becomes idle, the next available job on the list is started on 
that machine, where a job is available if all of its predecessors have completed processing. By their 
non-idling property, Graham’s List Scheduling Algorithms (GLSAs) are appropriate when machine 
utilization is an important consideration. Indeed, it is shown in Section 3 that, for the makespan 
minimization problem P|prec. delays djj|Cmax, any GLSA (i.e., no matter which list of jobs is used) 
produces a schedule with objective function value within a factor 2 of the optimum. In this case, a 
job is available if all its predecessors are completed and the corresponding precedence delays have 
elapsed. 
In contrast, the elementary Example 2.1 below shows that the non-idling property may lead to 
an arbitrarily poor performance ratio for a weighted sum of completion times objective 5° jen WiC}: 
Example 2.1. Consider the following two-job instance of the single machine nonpreemptive schedul- 
ing problem 1|r;| }> w jC; (a special case of a precedence delay problem, as discussed in the intro- 
duction). For a parameter q > 2, job 1 has p; = gq, r; = 0 and w, = 1, whereas job 2 has po = 1, 
rg = 1 and wo = q’. The optimum schedule is to leave the machine idle during the time interval 
[(0,1) so as to process job 2 first. The optimum objective value is 2q? + (q+ 2). Any non-idling 
heuristic starts processing job 1 at time 0, leading to an objective value at least q? + q? + q, and its 
performance ratio is unbounded as gq may be arbitrarily large. O 
A different example of the same type but using ordinary precedence constraints rather than 
release dates can be found in [34, Page 82, Ex. 2.20]. Thus to obtain a bounded performance for 
the weighted sum of completion times objective 5> j w,;Cj, we must relax the non-idleness property. 
One strategy, leading to job-based nonpreemptive list scheduling algorithms, is to consider the jobs 
one by one, in the given list order, starting from an empty schedule. Each job is non-preemptively 
inserted in the current schedule without altering the jobs already scheduled. Specific list scheduling 
algorithms differ in how this principle is implemented, in particular, for parallel machines, regarding 
the assignment of the jobs to the machines. For definiteness, consider the following version, whereby 
every job is considered in the list order and is scheduled at the earliest feasible time at the end of 
the current schedule on a machine. Notice that the given list is assumed to be a linear extension of 
the poset defined by the precedence constraints. 
Job-based List Scheduling Algorithm for P|prec. delays dj,;|- 
1. The list L = (&(1), €(2),...,2(m)) is given. 
2. Initially all machines are empty, with machine completion times [', = 0 for all h =1,...,m. 
3. For k = 1 to n do: 
3.1 Let job j = &(k), its start time S; = max (max{C; + dj; : (4,7) € A}, min{T, :h =1,...,m}) 
and its completion time C; = S; + p;. 
3.2 Assign job 7 to a machine h such that T, < $;. Update [, = Cj. 
Various rules may be used in Step 3.2 for the choice of the assigned machine h, for example one 
with largest completion time I’, (so as to reduce the idle time between I, and S;). Note also that 
the above algorithm can be modified to allow insertion of a job in an idle period before Ty, on a 
machine h. In effect, the observations below also apply to all these variants.
One method (e.g., Phillips et al. [30] and Hall et al. [18]) for defining the list Z consists in sorting 
the jobs in nondecreasing order of their completion times in a relaxation of the scheduling problem 
under consideration. In the presence of ordinary precedence constraints, this works well for the case 
of a single machine (Hall et al., ibid.; see also [35]), but Example 2.2 below shows that this may 
produce very poor schedules for the case of identical parallel machines. This example uses the list 
which is produced by an optimal schedule, the tightest kind of relaxation that can be defined; note 
that this optimal schedule defines the same completion time order as the relaxation in Hall et al. 
and its extension in Section 4 below. 
Example 2.2. For a fixed number m > 2 of identical parallel machines and a positive number e, 
let the job set be N = {1,...,n} with n = m(m+1)+1. The ordinary precedence constraints (j, k) 
(with dj, = 0) are defined as follows: (i) 7 = 1+h(m+1) andk = j+g, for all h = 0,...,m—1 and 
all g = 1,...,m; and (ii) for all 7 <n and k =n. The processing times are pj = 1+ h(m-+ 1)e for 
j =1+h(m+1) andh = 0,...,m—1; and p; = € otherwise. The objective is either to minimize the 
makespan, or a weighted sum ar w,C; of job completion times with weights w; = 0 for all 7 <n 
and wy, = 1; note that, due to the precedence constraints (ii) above, these two objectives coincide 
for any feasible schedule. 
An optimal solution has, for h = 0,...,m —1, job 7 = 1+ h(m +1) starting at time S| = 0 
on machine h + 1, immediately followed by jobs 7 + 1,...,7 +m assigned as uniformly as possible 
to machines 1,...,4-+1. Job n is then processed last on machine m, so that the optimal objective 
value is Cx, = CX = 1+(m?+1)e. A corresponding list is L = (1,2,...,n). Any version of 
the list scheduling algorithm described above produces the following schedule from this list: job 1 
is scheduled with start time S/ = 0 and completion time C/=1; the m jobs k = 2,...,m+1 
are then scheduled, each with Sp = 1 and Ch = 1+ € on a different machine; this will force all 
subsequent jobs to be scheduled no earlier than time 1+. As a result, for h = 0,...,m—41, job 
7 =1+h(m +1) is scheduled with start time St =h+(Z(h—1)h(m +1) +h)e, followed by jobs 
k=j4+l,...,j+(m+1) each with SE =h+1+ ($h(h+1)(m+1) +h)e on a different machine. 
Finally, job n is scheduled last with S’ = m + ($(m— 1)m(m +1) + m)e and thus the objective 
  
value is CL, = Ch =m + o(e), or arbitrarily close to m times the optimal value C%,,, for € > 0 
small enough. oO 
The example shows that list scheduling according to completion times can lead to poor schedules 
on identical parallel machines with job precedence constraints. In contrast, we will present in 
Section 4 a linear programming relaxation of the general problem with precedence delays and show 
that job-based list scheduling according to job midpoints leads to a bounded performance ratio. 
3 The Performance of Graham’s List Scheduling for Makespan 
Minimization 
In this section we show that Graham’s (non-idling) List Scheduling Algorithms generate feasible 
schedules with makespan less than twice the optimum for instances of P|prec. delays dj;|Cmax- AS 
discussed in the introduction, this result and proof extend and unify earlier work. We provide a 
detailed analysis of its worst-case performance ratio as a function of the number m of machines and 
the “granularity” parameter p = max(j,4)c 4 djx /minjen pj. We may assume that minjen p; > 0; 
otherwise, jobs with zero processing times may be eliminated using an obvious transformation of 
the graph.
Let SY = (S!,..., 5:7) denote the vector of start times of a schedule constructed by GLSA, as 
described in Section 2. Let CH, = maxjcen(S! + p;) denote the makespan of this schedule. For 
any pair (t,t’) of dates such that 0 <t < t’ < O#,,, let Z[t,t’) denote the total machine idle time 
during the interval [t, t’). (Thus, for example, if all m machines are idle during the whole interval, 
then Z[t, t’) = m(t’ —t).) Let N* denote the set of jobs in N that have at least one predecessor. 
Lemma 3.1. Let j be a job in N* and let i be an immediate predecessor of j with largest value 
st + Pit dij. Then Tsi, Si) < m dj; + (m =_ 1)p; 
  Proof. Let i be an immediate predecessor of j with largest value of S/ + p; +dj;. Since H isa 
GLSA, job j may be processed by any available processor from date S// + p; + dij on. Therefore 
TS! + pi + dij, $i") = 0 and hence TS}", $1") = T[S!,S! +p; + dj;). Since job i is processed 
during the time interval [sit ; si + p;), at most m—1 machines are idle during this interval, and 
we obtain the requisite inequality. O 
    
The precedence network (N°, A°, £) is defined by N° = NU {0}; A° = AU {(i,0) : i © N}; and 
arc lengths (4,7) = p; + dj; for all (1,7) € A, and £(4,0) = p; for alli € N. Job 0 is a dummy job 
succeeding all other jobs with zero delays. It is added so that any maximal path in the precedence 
network is of the form 7...70 and its length is the minimum time required to process all the jobs 
dye sey Je 
Lemma 3.2. There exists a path P = (ig,ip_1,.-. 19) nm the precedence network such that 
k- k 
H 
ZO, Cinax) <m ye igtiig + a 1) Sig: 
Proof. Let ig € N such that st +p;, = CH... Starting with q¢ = 0, we construct the path 
P = (tx, %4-1,---,%9) in the precedence network as follows: 
1. While ig € N* do: 
choose as ig41 an immediate predecessor of 7, with largest value SH 4 Pigar + Gigsrigi 
tq4l 
g:=qtl. 
2. Set k = q and stop. 
Since i, has no predecessor, To, sft ) = 0. By repeated application of Lemma 3.1, we have 
TSf", Sf") < myin9 digsiig + (m — 1) iat Pig: In addition, TSP Chhax) < (m — 1)p;,, and 
therefore Z[0, C/4,,.) <m 0 digsiig + (m—1) io Dig: O 
Lemma 3.3. Let L denote the length of a longest path in the precedence network. Then 
T[0, Crrax) S (m —1/(1+p))L 
Proof. Let P = (ip,... ,i9) denote a path in the precedence network which verifies Lemma 3.2. °y 
definition of L, we have zo ig srig + dogo Pig < L. Moreover, azo 4 igatig SP Daa 9 Minjen pi < 
k- . p aa 0 Pig: Therefore, ico digsiig < ToL. Using that Z[0,C#,.) < myajd igttig + (Mm — 
1) io Di,» we obtain the inequality. O 
We are now in position to prove the first main result of this section:
Theorem 3.4. For the scheduling problem P|prec. delays djj|Cmax the performance ratio of Gra- 
ham’s List Scheduling Algorithm is no larger than 2 —1/(m(1 + p)) for an arbitrary priority list. 
This bound is (asymptotically) tight for every m > 2 and p> 0. 
Proof. We have m CPx = Dien Pi + Z[0, CH,x), and thus, by Lemma 3.3, 
icn Pi 1 CH < ten | — ———__] L 
Since 4 Yiew Pi and L are two lower bounds on the optimum makespan, the result follows. This 
bound is asymptotically best possible for m > 2, as shown by Example 3.5 below. O 
Example 3.5. Fix m > 2 and p > 0, and let k > 3 be any positive integer such that p(k — 1) is 
integer. Let the set of jobs N = {1,... ,n} with n = 2k —-2+ (m—2)(k+ p(k —1)). The processing 
time of each of the first nj = (m — 2)(k + p(k —1)) jobs is p; = 1. For each of the next ng = k — 2 
jobs we set p; = 1 + 2p and for the last n3 = k jobs we set p; = 1. The precedence constraints are 
(j,9 +1) for j =n +ne4+1,...,n1 +n2+ng —1 with djj41 = p. Thus the length of the path 
P=(m+no4+1,...,n1+n2+ng) is L=k+p(k—-1). 
An optimal solution with makespan C},,, = L can be built as follows: execute the n3 jobs 
my +ng+1,...,n1 +n2+ 73 as soon as possible and according to the precedence constraints, 
alternatively on processors 1 and 2. Fill the ng idle periods of length 1 + 2p on these two processors 
with the jobs n; +1,...,m1 +72. The m — 2 other processors are fully used by the jobs 1,... 1. 
  
Now, with the list (1,...,n), the n; + 2 first jobs are executed by the m processors followed 
by the path P. So, C#,, > [(ni + no(1 + 2p))/m| + L > (2 —1/(m(1 + p))L — b(m, p) where 
b(m, p) is independent of k. As k goes to infinity, so does L and the ratio C/,,./C%*,,, approaches 
2—1/(m(1 + p)). O 
For a single machine (i.e., m = 1), we have: 
Theorem 3.6. For the scheduling problem 1|prec. delays djj|Cmax, the performance ratio of Gra- 
ham’s List Scheduling Algorithm is min(2 —1/(1 + ,),1+ p/2) for an arbitrary priority list. This 
bound is (asymptotically) tight for every p> 0. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4 we only need to prove that C¥,. < (1+ p/2)C%,,, where C%,,,, denotes 
the optimal value of the makespan. Let P = (i%,... ,%9) be a path in the precedence network, con- 
structed as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. Since Z/0, Sit) = 0 we have CH... < Vien pit 0 dig sriq: 
_ . k- k- 
1. If 0 digsrig SP Vien\p Pi then, since 0 digy1ig <P Yjcp Pir We have 2 digs tig < 
Pd ien Pi and therefore CH... < (1+ p/2) Vien pi < (1 + p/2)CH,., a8 needed. 
2. We assume now that 0 digsrig > P Lien\pPi- Let A be the total idle time in a given 
optimal schedule, so Chay = lien Pi + A- Consider all the time intervals corresponding to 
the precedence delays dj,,,i, (¢ = 0,... ,&—1) in the optimal schedule: during these intervals 
the machine is either idle or processes jobs from N \ P. Since at most |N \ P| of these 
intervals can be covered by jobs from N \ P, the total idle time satisfies A > 0 digavig ~ 
IN \ Pl max(j.)e4 dj. Since iicy\ppi 2 |N \ P| minjen pi, we have p)icy\p pi 2 |N \ 
* k-1 
P| Max(; k)EA dj. So, Cmax 2 Dien Pi + ( q=0 dig +1iq — p duien\p Pi) and then Cinax S
max 
* k-1 : k-1 : 
max t (p/2) ien\P pi+(1/2) ye qa0 diss vig . Since q=0 diss vig < p ier Pi we obtain Cr ax < 
(1+ p/2) View pi < (1 + p/2)Ch ax, as needed. 
Chhax +P Vien\p Pi. From the assumption 0 diggrig > P Lien\p Pir it then follows Chan < 
  
Example 3.7 below shows that this bound is asymptotically tight. O 
Example 3.7. Let m =1 and n = 2k+1. We assume that the precedence constraints are (j, 7 +1) 
for j7 =k +1,...,n—1 with dj j;41 =p. We consider the two following cases: 
1. Ifp > 1, then 1+ p/2 > 2—1/(1+ p). We assume here that processing times are p; = p for 
j=1,...,k, and p; = 1 otherwise. The optimum makespan is Cha, = )ijen Pi = kK(P+1) +1, 
obtained by alternately processing jobs k+1,1,4 +2,2,...,n starting at time 0 and without 
any machine idle time. With list (1,2,...,n) we obtain a makespan C1, = ko + C%,ax. Ask 
goes to infinity, the ratio C/,,./C*,ax approaches 2 —1/(1+ p). 
2. Otherwise, 1+ p/2 < 2—1/(1+ p). We assume that p; = 1 for all j = 1,...,2k +1. 
The optimal makespan is Ch,,, = 2k +1 and is obtained as in the first case. With the list 
(1,2,...,n), we get CH, = k+(k+1)+kp. As k goes to infinity, the ratio C#,,./Crax 
approaches 1 + p/2. O   
4 An Approximation Algorithm for Minsum Objectives 
In this section we present a linear programming relaxation of the problem of minimizing a weighted 
sum >) w,C; of job completion times subject to precedence delays, and use it to develop a 4— 
approximation algorithm for this problem. This formulation is a direct extension of a formulation 
given in [18], see also [34]. The decision variables are the job completion times C; for all jobs j € N. 
Note that this relaxation does not take into account the assignment of jobs to machines. The set 
of constraints is: 
Cj > C; + dj; + Pj all (i, 7) EA, (1) 
1 2 4 
SiC; > = (Dei) +5 oP; all FCN. (2) 
j€F j€F jCF 
Constraints (1) are the precedence delay constraints. Constraints (2) are a relatively weak way 
of expressing the requirement that each machine can process at most one job at a time!; for the 
single-machine case (m = 1) they were introduced by Wolsey [40] and Queyranne [31], and studied 
by Queyranne and Wang [32], von Arnim, Schrader, and Wang [1], von Arnim and Schulz [2], and 
Schulz [34] in the presence of ordinary precedence constraints; they were extended to m > 2 parallel 
machines by Hall et al. [18]. Note that these constraints, for F = {j}, imply C; > 0; these and, as 
indicated above, the use of a dummy job 0 allow the formulation of release date constraints. 
"We say that these constraints are “relatively weak” in the following sense: (i) in the absence of precedence 
constraints, all these constraints are facet inducing for the corresponding scheduling polyhedron in the completion 
time variables C; (see [31]), whereas only few of them are for m > 2 (see [33]); (ii) with precedence constraints, the 
facet inducing inequalities among these constraints are easily characterized for m = 1 (see [32]), whereas deciding 
which ones are tight (not to mention facet inducing) is NP-hard for m > 2 (see [26]). The surprising fact is that using 
these “weak” constraints and ignoring the machine assignments is sufficient to obtain the best approximation bounds 
known so far for this class of problems.
For a weighted sum of completion times objective, the LP formulation is simply: 
minimize 5° w,jC; subject to (1) — (2). (3) 
JEN 
Let CP denote any feasible solution to the constraint set (1)-(2) of this LP; we will call CrP 
the LP completion time of job 7. We now use this LP solution to define a feasible schedule with 
completion time vector C” and analyze the job-by-job relationship between cv and CrP for every 
jobj EN. 
We define the LP midpoint M}P = CrP — p;/2. We now use the List Scheduling Algorithm of 
Section 2 with the LP midpoint list DL defined by sorting the jobs in nondecreasing order of their 
midpoints M. VP . The next theorem contains our main result. 
Theorem 4.1. Let C’? denote any feasible solution to the constraint set (1)-(2) and let M'P 
denote the associated LP midpoints. Let S" be the vector of start times of the feasible schedule 
constructed by the List Scheduling Algorithm using the LP midpoint list. Then 
Si <4Mi" for all jobs j € N. (4) 
Proof. Assume for simplicity that the jobs are indexed in the order of their LP midpoints, that is, 
MEP < MEP <.---< ME. We fix job 7 € N and consider the schedule constructed by the List 
Scheduling heuristic using the LP midpoint list L = (1,2,...,) up to and including the scheduling 
of job 7, that is, up to the completion of Step 3 with k = 7. Let [j] = {1,... , 7}. 
Let ys denote the total time between 0 and start time S” of job 7 when all m machines are j 
busy at this stage of the algorithm. Since only jobs in [j — 1] have been scheduled so far, we have 
hs 4 ya} pi. Let X= sv —p. To prove (4), we only need to show that 
1a 
(i) — Sopi<2MyP and (ii) A< 2MPP. 
i=1 
Inequality (i) follows from a straightforward variant of Lemma 3.2 in [18]. For this, first observe 
that the inequalities (2) are equivalent to 
1 2 
dD PiM = 5 ( Da) all F CN. (5) 
1CF ick 
Since M“? satisfies all these inequalities, letting F = [j — 1] and using Mf? < MiP <..-< Mf, 
we have 
LP LP 1 ; 
(> ps) M} >) pM; = im Lu Di 
4€[9-]] 4€[J—-1] 1€(j-1] 
implying (i). 
To show (ii), let g denote the number of time intervals between dates 0 and sv when at least 
one machine is idle (i-e., not processing a job in [j — 1]) in the schedule C”. Denote these idle 
intervals as (an,b,) for h = 1,...,q, so that 0 < ay; that ba_1 < ap < bp for all h = 2,...,q; and 
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that by < sv . We have \ = 907 _, (by, — ay) and all machines are busy during the complementary 
intervals [b,,an41], including intervals [0,a;] and [b,, 5/7] if nonempty. 
Consider the digraph GU! = ([j], AU) where 
All = {(k,0) € A:k,£€ [j] and CY =CH + dye + po} , 
that is, Al’! is the set of precedence pairs in [j] for which the precedence delay constraints (1) are 
tight for C”. If by > 0, then a machine becomes busy at date bg (or starts processing job j if 
by = Si) and thus there exists a job x(q) € [j] with start time Sia) = by. Since x(q) € [j] we 
have M ata ) < M, ae . We repeat the following process for decreasing values of the interval index h, 
starting with h = q, until we reach the date 0 or the busy interval [0, a1]. Let (v(1),...,v(s)) denote 
a maximal path in GU) with last node (job) v(s) = x(h). Note that we must have by < Slay < ag41 
for some busy interval [bg,a 41] with ag1 < bp, for otherwise some machine is idle immediately 
before the start time Shay of job v(1) and this job, not being constrained by any tight precedence 
delay constraint, should have started earlier than that date. This implies in particular that s > 2. 
We have 
s—l s—l1 
bn — Ag+1 S Sis) _ Slay) = S- (Sinn - siti) = S- (Poi) + dy(iy(i+1)) . (6) 
i=1 w=1 
On the other hand, the precedence delay constraints (1) imply 
LP 1 1 Myr) 2 Mui) + 5Pota + do u(ist) + 5Poe+1) 
for alli =1,...,s—1. Therefore 
ee
 1 
Myin) ~ Muay 2 5 y (Pua) + do(ao(iva)) 2 5 (Cn — Ag+) - 
If by > 0, then let x(g) denote a job with start time So) satisfying b, < So) < ag41 and with 
minimum value of M ne ) under this condition. Therefore M He ) <M vty and 
1 LP LP 
My(n) — Ma(q) 2 5 5 (bh — Ag+) - (7) 
We also have (k,2(g)) € All for some k € [j] with S? <b, < Sha): for otherwise job x(g) should 
have started processing on some idle machine before date bg. We may thus repeat the above process 
with h = g and job x(h) = x(g). Since g < h at each step, this whole process must terminate, 
generating a decreasing sequence of indices g = H(1) > --- > H(q’) = 0 such that every idle interval 
is contained in some interval [@77(;41)41; ba]. Adding the corresponding inequalities (7) we obtain 
AS > (bina) — @nr(ist}41) S 2MaCiryy — Mecir(qyy) < 2(Mz" = 0) (8) 
This establishes (ii). The proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete. O 
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Example 4.2 below shows that the factor 4 in inequality (4) is (asymptotically) best possible for 
any number of machines. 
Example 4.2. For a fixed number m > 2 of identical parallel machines, let the job set be N = 
{1,...,n} with n = (m+ 1)?. The ordinary precedence constraints (j,k) (with d;; = 0) are for 
jg =1+h(m+1) andk =j+4, for all h =0,...,m—1 and all g =1,...,m. The processing times 
are pj = 2"—™ for j =1+h(m+1) andh=0,...,m—1; pj =1 for m(m+1) <j <n; and pj =0 
for the remaining m+ 1 jobs. Finally, job n has a release date (possibly modeled using a dummy 
job and a precedence delay) r, = 5 + 2. The following solution C’? is feasible for constraints 
(1)—(2): CPP = 2h-™ for 1 +h(m+1) <j < (h+1)(m+1) and0O<h<m; CrP =1+ 2 for 
all other jobs 7 < n and CLP = SEP — r,. Therefore an LP-midpoint list is L = (1,2,...,n), 
producing the following schedule: for h = 0,...,m —1, schedule job 1 +h(m +1) on one machine, 
immediately followed by the m jobs 2+h(m+1),...,(A+1)(m+1) each on a different machine, and 
all with completion time cv = Vien gi-m — gh+l—m _ 9-m. then schedule the m next jobs, each 
on a different machine and with completion time cw = 2—2-™: finally the last job with start time 
Si —2—2-™, For m large enough, the latter expression is arbitrarily close to 4M2P = 2+ S. O 
Using for C’? an optimal LP solution, Theorem 4.1 implies performance ratios of 1/4 and 4 for 
the LP relaxation and the heuristic solution, respectively, for the }> w;C; objective. 
Corollary 4.3. Let C’? denote an optimal solution to the LP defined in (3) for the problem 
P|prec. delays dj;| > wj;C;. Let C" denote the solution constructed from C’? by the List Scheduling 
Algorithm using the LP midpoint list, and let C* denote an optimum schedule. Then 
S- wyOrP > 7 S- wjCj; and S- w Cf" <4 S- wyCh . (9) 
jen jen jEN jEN 
Example 4.4 below shows that the latter bound is (asymptotically) tight for an arbitrary number 
of machines. 
Example 4.4. In Example 4.2, let the weights be w, = 1 and all other w; = 0, so the optimum 
solution has wC* = wy(rnt+pn) = st. Then the solution C’? described in Example 4.2 is optimal 
for the LP relaxation (3); its objective value is wO’? = 5 + 2 = wC™*. Using the LP-midpoint list 
produces the same schedule as described in the above example, with C? = S$” +p, =2—27-™ and 
thus wC4 = 2—2-™. For m large enough, the latter expression is arbitrarily close to 4wC*. O 
We suspect that the first inequality in (9), bounding the performance ratio of the LP relaxation, 
is not tight. The worst instances we know have a performance ratio of 1/3 for the LP relaxation, 
see Example 4.5 below. 
Example 4.5. For a fixed number m > 2 of identical parallel machines and an integer q > 2, let 
the job set be N = {1,...,n} with n = q(2m+1)+1. The ordinary precedence constraints (j,k) 
(with dj, = 0) are defined as follows: (i) 7 = f +h(2m+1) and k =g+(h+1)(2m +1), for all 
h=0,...,q—1 and all f,g € {1,...,2m+1}, that is, for any 7 and k in two consecutive subsets 
of 2m +1 jobs; and (ii) for all 7 < n and k = n. The processing times are p; = 1 for all j <n 
and p, = 0. As in Example 2.2, we let all w; = 0 except that wy = 1 so, with all precedences 
(j,n) € A, the Cmax and })w,;C; objectives coincide. The LP solution is as follows: for 0 <h < q 
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we have CrP = h(1+ 54) + $ for all j = 1+ A(Q2m+41),...,(h + 1)(m + 1), as determined 
by constraint (2) with F = {1,...,(h + 1)(2m + 1)}—as well as, for h > 1, by the precedence 
constraints; and OL? = q(1+ =) +5 =wC!?. An optimum schedule needs 3 time units to process 
each set {1 +h(2m+1),...,(h+1)(2m +1)} of 2m +1 jobs, hence wC* = 3q. For fixed m, w0"? 
gets arbitrarily close to $ + ~ times wC™ for q large enough; then for m large enough the ratio 
wC"? /wC* approaches the value $. O 
The analysis in Theorem 4.1 may be refined for some special cases, yielding tighter performance 
ratios. For the problem P|prec| $*> w;C;, observe that the list scheduling algorithm will not allow all 
machines to be simultaneously idle at any date before the start time of any job 7 € N. Therefore, 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1, all the idle intervals, with total length A, contain some processing of 
some job(s) i < 7; as a result the total work during the busy intervals is at most yz} pi; —A. Hence, 
we obtain the following result. 
Corollary 4.6. List scheduling by LP midpoints is a (4 —2/m)-approximation algorithm for the 
scheduling problem P|prec| $> wjC;. 
Note that for m = 1 we recover the performance ratio of 2 for 1|prec| $> w;C; in [18, 35], which 
is known to be tight for that special case. 
In the case of a single machine, the idle intervals that add up to A time units cannot contain 
any processing. Therefore, in the proof of Theorem 4.1 replace inequality (6) with b, — ag41 < 
Si.) — Chay = yt dy(i)x(¢+1)- (Note that, if all processing times are positive then s = 2 and the 
summation in the right hand side consists of a single term dy(1)v(2)+) Adding up the precedence 
delay constraints for alli =1,...,s —1 and omitting some processing times yield Mn) — Mii) > 
yt du(iv(i4t) = On — Ag41- Therefore we may replace (8) with A < (7 (bai) — @ai4t)41) < 
Micra) — Mer) < M}P and thus inequality (ii) with A < M}?. This implies sv < 3M} ?. 
Corollary 4.7. List scheduling by LP midpoints is a 3-approximation algorithm for the scheduling 
problem 1|prec. delays dj;| 55 wjC;. 
Note that for the special case 1|r;, prec| )> wj;C; we recover the performance ratio of 3 in [18, 35]. 
The best known approximation algorithm for this problem, however, has a performance guarantee 
of e = 2.719 [36]. Corollaries 4.6 and 4.7 also imply corresponding bounds on the quality of the LP 
relaxation (3) for these special cases. 
5 Concluding Remarks 
The appropriate introduction of idle time is an important element in the design of approximation 
algorithms to minimize the weighted sum of completion times subject to precedence delays. As 
Example 2.1 illustrates, idle time is needed to avoid that profitable jobs which become available soon 
are delayed by other, less important jobs. On the other hand, too much idle time is undesired as well. 
The necessity to balance these two effects contributes to the difficulty of this problem. Interestingly, 
all former approximation algorithms for P|r;, prec| }> w;C; with constant-factor performance ratios 
are based on variants of Graham’s original list scheduling, which actually tries to avoid machine idle 
time. In fact, Hall et al. [18] partition jobs into groups that are individually scheduled according to 
a GLSA, and then these schedules are concatenated to obtain a solution of the original problem. To 
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find a good partition, this scheme was enriched with randomness by Chakrabarti et al. [8]. Chekuri 
et al. [9] presented a different variant of a GLSA by artificially introducing idle time whenever it 
seems that a further delay of the next available job in the list (if it is not the first) can be afforded. 
Hence, the algorithm analyzed in Section 4 seems to be the first one within this context that does 
not take the machine-based point of view of GLSAs. 
However, an advantage of the rather simple scheme of Chekuri et al. is its small running time 
(though the performance ratios obtained are worse). In fact, so far we have not even explained that 
the algorithms presented above are indeed polynomial-time algorithms. Whereas this is obvious for 
the GLSA variant for makespan minimization, we have to argue that in case of the total weighted 
completion time the linear programming relaxation (3) behaves well. In fact, it can be solved in 
polynomial time since the corresponding separation problem is polynomially solvable [34]. 
The job-by-job bounds obtained in Section 4 can be used to derive approximation bounds for 
more general objective functions than weighted sums of completion times. Since these bounds relate 
the heuristic start times to the LP midpoints, they may in particular be used to derive approximation 
bounds for weighted sums }> j w;Cj(a) of a-points. Recall that, in a given schedule S and for a 
given value 0 < a < 1, the a—point CP (a) of job 7 is the earliest time at which a fraction a of its 
processing has been performed; for a = 0 we let C?(0) = C? (0+), ie., the starting point in the 
schedule. If the schedule is nonpreemptive, the a—point of job 7 is thus simply C? — (1 — a)p;. 
Note that, for every a € [0,1], 30; wy(CPP — (1 — a)p;) is a lower bound on the optimum value 
OPT(a) = min{)?; w C> (a) : S feasible}. As in Corollary 4.3 (resp., Corollary 4.7) it follows from 
Theorem 4.1 that 7, w Ct" (a) < 4OPT(aq) for all a € [2/3, 1] (resp., < 3 OPT(q) for alla € [3/4, 1] 
for the single machine problems). Incidentally, we also note that we may use other points than the 
LP midpoints in Section 4: we may use any LP a-point CrP (a) = CrP —(1—a)p;. But our analysis 
requires that a > 1/2, and it then turns out? that using the midpoint M}P = CrP (1/2) leads to 
the best bound. 
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